
Gordon Hates sitting down, except to partake of tea and cake. Very 

competitive, especially when it comes to badminton. Really 

loves doing karaoke, he says he can do anything. Not to be 

missed if you haven't already seen him perform. Usually 

does the early morning runs.

Arthur Legendary for having done the bike and run in the Mini Tri 

in his sandals a few years back because of really bad 

blisters

Lynda Gordon's other half,  and just as competitive. If you don't 

know Lynda you soon will - without Lynda these trips 

wouldn't be the success that they are. Lynda's main sports 

are swimming,running and badminton.

Carol Wife of Arthur. A bit of a demon when it comes to minigolf 

and boulles.

Dave Good all-rounder - runs, bikes, tennis, etc. Very handy to 

have in your volleyball team due to his amazing reach.

Simon Son of Arthur and Carol, Simon is a fireman and so is very 

fit. Put in some amazing performances in the gym tests 

that we had the first year the team competition was held.

Margaret Married to Dave. Obsessive runner. Completed Paris and 

London marathons in successive weekends a couple of 

years back. Margaret ignores medical advice to cut down to 

prevent knee damage, so the family have to hide her 

running shoes!

Marie Simon's other half. In between having babies Marie likes to 

run I seem to think.

Tim Son of Dave and Margaret. Wasn't at all sporty when he 

first came to La Santa two years ago, but was inspired by 

Richard. Since then he's lost loads of weight, runs 

marathons, and is currently in training for Ironman UK in 

August.

Katie Daughter of Simon and Marie.

Will Friend of Tim, first time at Club La Santa. Luke Son of Simon and Marie. First time at La Santa.

Lucy Daughter of Dave and Margaret. Lucy was just a little bit 

enthusiastic when supporting the other family members 

and boyfriend Craig in the MiniTri last year!

Russ Lives down south somewhere, but found out about us 

through 'Nasty; Nigel and came with for the first time last 

year. A triathlete and keen karaoke performer. Another 

transplantee.

Craig Boyfriend of Lucy. Craig likes to have a go at everything. Ken Another one from down there, a friend of Russ. I'm told 

they're a bit of a double act, wahtever that's supposed to 

mean. Although Ken's been to La Santa a few times, he 

hasn't been on one of our trips before.

Clare Friend of Lucy and Craig. First time at La Santa. Paddy Paddy swims, bikes and runs, and so not surprisingly does 

the odd triathlon. First time at La Santa.

Jane First time at La Santa, a friend of Dave and Margaret. I 

think Jane's a runner. Sorry, that's all I know!

Richard Husband of Paddy.
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Monique Monique started out as a runner. Then she got into 

Ironman. The last two years she's done a double Ironman, 

and this year she's down to do a triple! In her spare time 

Monique is a freelance costume designer, and many of the 

colourful outfits you'll see her in this week wil be her own 

designs.

Conor Son of Paddy and Richard.

Dave Partner and support team of Monique. Dave has completed 

one Ironman, but has no plans to do any more because the 

running doesn't agree with his knackered knees. A strong 

swimmer and cyclist. 

Naoise Pronounced Neesha, daughter of Paddy and Richard.

Suzanne Has been a Masters swimmer at Leeds for many years. 

This is her first trip to La Santa in ages, since before 

daughter Anna was born in fact. Suzanne had a knee op 

not so long back and therefore has a convenient ready-

made excuse for not running a leg of the 4 x 400 relay in 

the team competition!

Malc The organisor of this little get together. I swim, I bike, I 

enjoy a game of tennis or badminton. But I'm not very good 

at any of them. Now if only they had Ten Pin Bowling at La 

Santa!

Steve Husband of Suzanne, first time at La Santa. Steve Steve is always complaining of being ill or injured, or both, 

and has the most comprehensive first aid kit you could ever 

expect to see. Steve is famous for the longest ever 

transition in a triathlon.

Anna Daughter of Steve and Suzanne. Swims in one of the 

development groups at City of Leeds, and so will probably 

be able to show most of us up in the pool.

Rob Rob can swim fly all day. It makes you sick. He's a nurse 

and works shifts, and when his shifts allow it he works on 

his tan, as you'll notice.

Carol Carol is a Club La Santa veteran. Carol swims and runs a 

bit, but I don't think she misses an aerobics class!

Chris A mate of Rob's from Kendall, Chris is another one of 

those annoying people who are good at everything - a 

really strong swimmer and cyclist, and a county level 

squash player. Chris has a bike shop in Kendall, so if you 

want any adice on bikes….

Rachael Daughter of Carol. Like her Mum, Rachael does loads of 

aerobics classes. And she never misses a Spin session, as 

a result she'll do a mean leg for your team in the bike relay!

Zoë A good all-rounder - definitely good to have in your team in 

the team competition. Zoë works for Customs and Excise, 

so make sure she doesn't overhear you talking about 

bringing a load of cigs back with you!

Lyn Lyn is a coach at City of Leeds and has set all this year's 

swim sessions. Lyn can swim or run all day, and has 

completed several marathons in interesting and exotic 

locations, many of them as negative splits. Now that he's 

got himself a bike it's surely only a matter of time before he 

turns to Ironman.

Hayley Hayley's first trip with us was two years ago and she got 

badly sunburnt early in the week. And then she fell and 

injured herself! This year can only be better. Hayley is a bit 

of swimmer, but nights out are much more important to her!

Ken In his youth Ken played rugby league before a knee injury 

ended his career. His main passion since then has been 

swimming, particularly open water swimming. You'll find 

Ken in the pool first thing doing a couple of miles 

backstroke before it gets busy. Ken walks miles every day 

between swim sessions.

Richard aka Sharkman. Another person who is good at everything. 

He is in fact the body surfing champion of the world, 

something he perfected when in South Africa, just one of 

the many countries he's lived in. He runs marathons and 

does Ironman for fun. A strong cyclist if you fancy a tough 

bike ride one day.

Bill Bill is amazing. He normally swims a couple of times a 

week (if that), yet comes to La Santa and swims every 

metre of every swim session (and more!), and gets 

stronger as the week goes on. Bill is also a strong cyclist.

James First time at La Santa. When James first started swimming 

with us he mentioned that he was living in a Buddhist 

centre in Huddersfield that had no hot water. I assumed 

that he was just coming to the pool for the showers, 

however he's still coming so it must have been more than 

that. James also bikes and runs.

Jeff Jeff's a runner, and if you're looking for someone to do the 

run leg for your Minitri team then Jeff's your man.

Stewart Friend of James. A triathlete looking to improve his 

swimming I believe.



Dave Goes by Pops. Pops moved from Leeds to Newcastle a bit 

back because he was spending so much time working up 

there that it wasn't worth having a house in Leeds. Now 

he's working in Nottingham all the time! A transplantee, 

Pops competes in the Transplant Games.


